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CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, MAY

USES BOTH

Interesting Sketch of the Composite Telephone-TelegrapSystem in. Use by the St. L. R. M.
& P. Ry. Over Their Entire System.

SWASTIKAS

h

The enterprises of Colfax county cuit. A most remarkable feature of
are unquestionably backed by men of the system is the fact that telegraphexperience aitd ability, and the'public ing and telephoning may be carried
utilities are in the hands of corpora- on at the same time, and neither intions which can be relied upon to terfere with the other. A telephone
give thfe public the very best service. may be "cut in" instantly, at any time
An evidence of the progressiveness while telegraphers are using the line
of the management of the St. Louis, and not interfere w th them, while
Rocky Mountain & Pacific Route, is it is well known that when telegraph,
to be found in the new composite ers cut in on one another, it breaks
telephone and telegraph system which the communication.
The new system will greatly facilithey are" installing along the entire
length of their line, from Des Moines tate the running of train, and will be
an improvement even over the presto Ute Park.
The complete telephone and tele- ent system of train dispatching by
graph system is a comparatively new telegraphy. The conductor of a specachievement in the electric world, and ial or extra may communicate with
while the Bell Telephone company the dispatcher from any place along
are now enstalling the systems for all the line, and running time may be
the principal railroads in the country lessened or lengthened and meeting
as rapidly as the special instruments orders may be given or changed with
can be made, there are not many lines out the necessity of running to a tele
in use at present. Where the systems graph station. Work' trains may be
are in use, however, they have proven governed and directed, wrecking outof inestimable value to the railroads fits may be handled more effectively
all w thout the necessity of taking
in the handling of traffic.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & along a telegraph operator and "cutPacific Railroad are considerable in ting in" an instrument. The chief
dispatcher may be informed of the
advance of other western lines,
as they have installed their sys- whereabouts of all trains, whether
and will they are at remote sidings, or at regtem of telephone-telegrapbegin to use it in actual service in the ular telegraph stations.
coming week. Trains will be operIt is believed that the St. Louis,
ated by both telephone and telegraph Rocky Mountain & Pacific will thus
communication, and any train or ca- - be enabled to handle all trains much
boose at any part of the line will be more safely and more rapidly than
able to communicate with the chief any other railroad in the southwest
dispatcher or with any station at any as the new system will be put into
practical use at once. The operation
time.
Mr. J. A. Kelley, of Denver, a rep- of the system will be watched with
resentative of the Colorado Telep interest.
hone company, has been over the line
of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & iC. & N. W. RAILROAD
WILL
Pacific for some days, installing the TAP EXTENSIVE COAL FIELDS
sysnecessary equipment for the new
tem, the details of which are very inN. W.
The building of the-Gteresting. A single, ordinary copper
Railroad from Cimarron to Van
metallic wire is used for the service
wire, and this wire is used for tele- Bremmer will tap twelve miles of
graph, all instruments being ground- thebest coal in the southwest. The
ed along the line to complete the cir- coal up this canon is the same as all
cuit, as in ordinary telegraph sys- the coal being worked by the St, L.,
For telephoning over this R. M. & P., and the Dawson Fuel Co.,
tems.
same line, a special instrument is con- in this county, and lies in three imnected by the Bell company, and is mense veins, easy of access, and of
supplied to every caboose. This in- the best quality of coking coal. There
strument is provided with a long is virtually no limit to the quantity
jointed pole with wh ch the train- of coal in these hills, and it is bemen may reach out tnd connect a sin- lieved that as the demand for fuel ingle wire of his instrument with the creases, these fields will be developc
single
wire of the ed. For the present the C. & N. W.
composite telephone-telegrapline. railroad will minecoal for their own
The instrument in the car is connect- use and for the use of the Continened with the wheels and thus to the tal Tie and Timber company in their
rails, which forms the "ground" cir-- j big mills.
copper-metalli-

h
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WILL BE PROBED FOR ORE

Iron Mountain to be Thoroughly Prospected by
Experts Will As.
say Products and Pass Upon Values

the Use of Diamond Drill

For centuries there has stood ing it would have been profitable even
among the mountains of Colfax coun- in those days of almost prohibitive
ty a hill of most peculiar formation transportation rates. But Maxwell
was obdurate, and no prospector in
which has interested scientists and his day ever set a
stake on Iron
prospectors ever since the advent of Mountain.
civilization.
Iron Mountain, in the
Now, the most advanced science
mineral district of the richest county
will be enlisted to probe the dark
in the territory, is now to be prospected in a scientific manner, and it is be- sides of the mysterious old mountain
fissures of the
lieved will show that the prevailing and the
hill
will
investigated
be
carefully
with
opinion of mining men for the past
two generations has been correct, and the aid of the diamond drill, and the
that ore in immeasurable quantities cores assayed by specialists on copper and iron, which are known to
abounds there.
in the mountain.
abound
Lucien
Maxwell
days
of
Since the
The diamond drill apparatus passed
the entrances to the Iron Mountain
have been locked and the keys have through town over the Rocky Moun-- j
been lost. All other portions of the tain Route Saturday Saturday to Ute
county were open to the prospector park, from which point it will be tak- under regulations more liberal than en over to the mountain and placed
the government regulations, and pros- in operation immediately. Experts in
pectors were free to go and come at the use of this machinery will accom-- 1
will, except upon Iron Mountain. pany it, and Manager Colgrove, of.
This, Maxwell would not throw open! the Grant company, will give the
to the miners, and in years past it was( work his personal supervision. Well-- !
always referred to by them as "Old known mining men from all over!
Ore in immense' the district are much interested in the
and the
quantities was known to abound here, (trial of
and it was always believed that, work;- - results will be closely watched.
well-know- n

Touch-Me-Not-
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LOSE

The Swastika base ball team met
its first defeat Sunday afterooon at
the hands of the Raton aggregation.
The game was an excellent one, despite a few ragged plays by the home
team, and the large crowd present
were well pleased. Captain Barr had
an opportunity to try out several of
his men in new positions, and some of
them made good. There will be some
chaogeB in positions before the next
game. Catcher Batz was badly hurt
by a foul tip, which will give him a
very sore hand for some time, but it
is not believed this will incapacitate
him from playing.
The new uniforms of the Swastikas,
navy blue of best quality, are very
neat and attractive.
Suuday the team will go to Raton,
accompanied by a good crowd of rooters, and it is believed they will be
able to bring the scalps of the Raton
team back with them.
Raton was first at bat, and Brooks
the first man up, struck out. Wilson
failed to hit and was thrown out at
first. Wimmer was hit by pitcher,
and went to second on a passed ball.
Fisher hit to Snyder, who threw the
ball away and Wimmer scored. Lea-so- n
hit to Griley who failed to handle
the ball and Fisher scored. Shine got
a hit. but Cordova flew out to Rupert.
Two scores.
Cimarron made a run in their half,
too, after two men were out. Rupert
was thrown out, catcher to first, Duckworth struck out. Livingston hit safe
and went to second on a passed ball
Griebel was bit by pitcher. Griley
was given a life through the extreme
courtesy of Mr. Fisher, of Raton, and
Livingston scored. Chadwick struck
out.
The game then deroloped into a

RESERVES OE COLEAX COUNTY
GAME

TO

RATON Magnitude of the Lumber Industry in the
Country Just Now Being Opened by the
neither team being

pitchers'truggle,

able to bunch hits so as to net runs
for the Qjxt sii innings, and the contest looked mighty good. The score
stood 2 0 1, and the sides were
almost id one, two, three order.
All the flayers worked hard and the
ciowd wbs in good humor.
It all happened in the eighth.
Raton got five scores, two of which
were eacned.
Cordova, first up; flew
out to Griley; Hodges hit, BalJwin
hit and Brooks Hid likewise, scoring
two earned runs. Wilson made first
at Griley's expense, Wimmer flaw out
to Griley, Fisher hit a light one to
Snyder who threw home and kept
Wilson 'rom Bcoring. Leason made a
hit a moment later which scored
Fisher and Wilson, but attempted to
take too much ground and was thrown
out at second.
In their half of the eighth Cimarron
got two f cores by good stick work and
base running on the part of Chadwick, Snyder and Batz. Griebel was
first up and got a scratch hit. Giiley
struck out, advancing the runner to
third. Chadwick hit to Barr, and
Griebel was caught in a foolish attempt to get home. Snyder got first
oa a scratch and both be and Chadwick were scored on Batz'a long hi.
Barr Üer out to Wimmer. Score, 3
to 7.
Raton made two in the ninth inning
neither of which were earned.
Score by innings:
Ratc-J...- ,
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2- -9
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0- -3
Cimarron
Summary
Batteries
Barr and
Batz, Cordova and Brooks. Struck
out By Cordova, 14; by Barr, 8.
Wi'd pitch Cordova. Passed balls
Brooks. 1 ; Batz, 2. Bases on balls
Off Cordova, 1; off Barr, 2. Umpire Bel ton.
it-tir-

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SHOPS

THOROUGHLY EQUIPPED
The shops of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific Railroad company at Cimarron have been com
pleted for some time, and only a ?ew
minor details are lacking, now ior the
most complete shop equipment in the
southwest.
The shops have been
turning out all classes of railroad and
repair work for some time, and fire
at present making a considerate
amount of new work for the storehouse, as well as building a hrge
wrecking outfit for use on the Rocky
Mountain lines. The shops arc in
charge of Master Mechanic J. W.
Records, who has planned the ar
rangement of the equipment, and who
is assisted by able machinists in each
department.
The machinery an.! erecting sli-a building 8oxioo feet, and is fully
p

A

combination shear and
is also a most powerful and
piece (if machinery.
The
shears easily cut
inch boiler plate
and the punch will cut a round hole
in diameter through a piece of
the best boiler plate an inch in thickness.
punch
useful

4

In the

wood-workin-

machinery

g

is

to be found the bit which bores a
square hole through wood. This is
the hollow chisel mortiser, and cuts
a square hole up to two and
f
inches in diameter as rapidly as any
augur would bore a round hole. There
is a
band saw, and a
adjustable table circular saw. The
blacksmith shop is equipped with four
fires, supplied with a No. 4 blower.
In this department is a 1100 pound
one-hal-
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Northwestern Railroad.

The building of the Cimarron &
Northwestern railroad is being rushed with all possible speed these days,
and the favorable weather is giving
the contractors a very satisfied feeling. Seven miles of the grade have
been completed, and a dozen miles of
telephone poles have been set, preparatory to stringing the wire. It is believed that remarkable progress will
be made with the building of this
road.
The opening of this railroad will
open to commerce one of the richest
fruit and agricultural districts in the
world.
Thousands upon thousands
of acres of fertile valleys and parks
lie along the
of this new
road, and these will be opened for
right-of-wa-

y

practical farming for the first time
when the railroad is completed.
But primarily, the building of the
Cimarron & Northwestern is for the
purpose of opening the vast reserves
of timber which remain untouched in
the thirty miles of country to be tapped. The road will be standard guage
for twenty-twmiles from Cimarron,
and the upper portion, through the
rougher country, will be narrow
o

guage.

The lumber camps are under splendid regulations, and are desirable
fields for laborers of all classes.
It
is hardly probable that the demanft
for men in this district will be supplied for years to come, as the company has extensive plans for the future.
At present the Cimarron Canon MiH
of the Continental Tie & Timber
company supplies the Gate City Lumber company at Raton. The product
of the Dean Canon mill goes to the

Cimarron Lumber company and to
the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &

Pa-cif-

ic

railroad. A large quantity cf
ties have been shipped to Cheyenne,
Wyoming, for the Colorado & Southern railroad company recently.
The new mills which will be pitt
in operation along the line of the new
railroad will greatly increase the lumber output of the country. A milf wiA
a capacity of fifty thousand feet per
day will be erected in Hart Canon.
One at the mouth of the Celly wll
have a capacity of one hundred thousand feet, every twenty-fou- r
hours, as
will also one at Metcalf.
The Cook
Canon Mill will turn out twenty-fiv- e
thousand feet 'per day. The mills
will all be operated by steam plants,
the coal for which will be mined along;
the
the C. & N. W.
These days when lumber is cash i"
the bank are in direct contrast t
the early days of the lumber industry
in the county. Even at as late a date
as the building of the Catskill railroad, lumber was only worth $8.25 o
the cars at Catskill. Now it is worth
more than one hundred per cent more.
Now the lumber industry is one ií
the most important of this prosperous
section,
employ
will
ami
large
amount of labor in the next few years,
right-of-way'-

amount of preparatory
work has already been done in the
forests along the railroads, and as
rapidly as men can be secured they
are being sent to the lumber camps.
The Continental Tie & Timber company, who own the timber on this
immense tract, find that good labor
is a scarce commodity, and are now
paying the righest wages ever known
in the history of the lumber industry.
Tic makers are particularly scarce,
and the company finds that it is nec-- 1
essary to teach raw hands this branch all at good wages.
of the work, usually at considerable
A tie maker WILL BUILD THREE
loss to the company.
GOOD STORE BUILDINGS
is paid at the rate of 12 cents per tie
in the camps of this company, and a
Mr. O. F. Macklin, of Goldficl.L
good workman can turn out about
forty ties per day. In igo2 the lum- Nevada, is a new resident of our city
ber companies in this section were and will at once take advantage of
paying at the rate of 8 cents per tic. the investment opportunities offered.
During the next three years the price Mr. Macklin will begin at once the
increased to 10 cents, and this year erection of three store rooms at the
an additional advance has been made, northwest corner of Ninth and Wash- The cheaper of common labor is paid ington streets, and it is believed the
at the rate of 20 cents an hour, while buildings will be occupied as soon as
Mr. Macklin in
a cog man can earn $2.50 per day at they can he finished.
Loggers are paid willing to build houses or residence
commtn work.
per day and are in demand and for renting, and will be pleased to
drivers of single teams in the woods meet people who are looking for
are receiving $75 and $80 per month. either.
An immense

$3-5-

SHIPPING RATES NOW fAVOR

h

steam hammer. The blacksmith department proper is in a building 30x40
equipped with the ktcst and n.'( feet and does all the blacksmith work
rt .ect machinery i!?ed in the bu.l
for the" whole line.
and repairing i f locomotives and
The tool room is equipped with all
ail- - ad
:!! classes of
equipment.
the
latest and best appliances.
Among the massive ,nd intricue i The boiler room is 22x30 feet and
ehinery in use in tin department aii'.
contains a 270 horse power, high presplaner with four hcs.i,
8x48
sure boiler, which conveys power to a
which is used for heavy locomotive
power Atlas engine, high
and
v.ork.
This majiinc, plane
speed.
smooths cast iron and steel for frames
A 300-foFranklin air compresser
ai d driving boxe.
furnishes air for the various "pneuFor rod brasses ar.d rod kes, aid
tools and drills ami hammer,
11 light work,
f. r
is a .'('ml matic
supplies the drop pit jacks in the
and
shaper. The drill tjuinment consistí
shops and round house. Air
f a
for th heavy machine
radvl !
piped
irom nere to an portions 01
is
I
i
'iQ
.. . ,1,
...I
1' I,
ill'
.IrJtl f ..
yards and roundhouse,
the
cms
and
bolt cuUer
, ,, ,
d' Aug. A
ummy
in use in tnc
ti.tads bolts and rod of 'all lengths Koehler camp forengine
hauling coal trains,
A
inches.
."d all diameters tip to two
is being changed from a forty-inc- h
S' :nch boring m il is used to bore out guage
to standard, and the shops are
tic face of trucks and car and engine turning out a fifteen-toderrick,
wldls. One of
niot iiitc-rs'inwhich is of Mr. Records' own designsli.ip
in
entire
machinery
the
r'iecca of
ing. This derrick is for general use
is the immense hydrostatic win el
on the line of the Rocky Mountain
pros
of
r rc s.
capacity
this
is
The
Route.
301 tons pressure, anil it :s.i.5f.i! fir
The Cimarron shops are well equipf
axles,
of
on
and
wheels
sing
pi
ped
for fire protection. The water
A
Johnson lathe is in use
supply, is derived from the Cimarron
for all the heavier l.ahc work, t.nu a
from whence it is pumped to
engine la:'u fitted with turret river,
upon the hill near the
large
tanks
íu,d is used for screw cutting and all.
(Continued on Last Pbge.)
f,no work.
38-in-
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TAPPING THE WONDEREIIL LUMBER

THE TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH

TOUCH-ME-NO-
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The type used in this heading is from the old plant of the Cimarron News ánd Press and was used for a heading for the paper in the seventies.

A RAILROAD THAT

"OLD

:'

COLFAX COUNTY MINERS
Low Grade Ores May Now be Mined With
Profit Railroad Rates to Smelters
Remarkably Low.
The possibilities of low grade ore the other important districts. The
propositions in Colfax county have ore which has been awaiting the advent of the railroad and cheap transnever before been taken into considportation rates will now begin to
eration in mining circles. For years come out of the hills.
It will n
the miner has been accustomed to longer be necessary for the miner to
"gopher" for the high grade streaks
paying aimost exorbitant transportation rates on his product, and the of mineral, but the big dykes and
small amount of ore which has been fissures may now be mined for low
w grade properties grade ore as well as high grade ores,
shipped from
has not been profitable. Some ore and many a prospect will become a
shipping proposition.
was shipped a few years ago via Cats-kiover the C. & S. to Turbio. The
cost of the wagon haul from the mine-t- PIONEER MERCANTILE
Catskill was $12 per ton, and the
COMPANY INCORPORATED
freight charges were $2.63 per ton to
Articles of incorporation have bee
Pueblo, making a
charge of $14.63.
Even then, there filed at Santa Fe for the Tioncer Mer- was a small profit to the shippers af- - jcantile company of this city, with a
ter the smelter charges were deducted. capital stdck of $50,000, divided inta
Since that time smelter charges have five hundred shares of the par Value,
beeri materially reduced, and the rail- of $100 each and will commence busiroad rate on low grade ore from Cim- ness with $25,000. The object of the'
arron to the smelters at Pueblo is now company is to conduct a general mer- only $3.00.'
With the building jcantile business and it is to exist for
'
of the C- & N. W, Red River district fifty years. The incorporators are
Edgar W. Fulghum and Benjamin W.
miles
sevenwill be' brought within
Moun-- j Fulghum of this city and Francis C.
of tfle railroad, and
tain Route already reaches near to White of Folsom.
1

ll

mine-to-smclt-

THE CIMARRON NEWS
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Published every Thursday at Cimarron. New Mexico
By the CIMARRON PUBLISHING COMPANY
IWT. at Ih. put offld .t Cimarron, Sew Mex.co.
matter January
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fcr thf act of Coiigresn of March 3, 1ST.
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There is .little doing io politics these
Jaj in the territory, and peibaps the
i will do good to the rrind. There
small result obtained by const .ul
adilo.iul taunneiing on dead issues
m in prognastkating eveuts political
kich often fall by the wayside aod
hardly ctart a ripple in these progres
iTedays. When there is something
my chronicle people enjoy the reading
I it, but when mere words ara the
illing of a column readers tiie and
ahrough distaste pass over to live news
satisfaction.

lr

William K. Mackey and John A.
3f abury, the two Trinidad newspaper
who started on a walking tour to
with much eclat May
Francisco
San
as Grand Junction,
far
got
as
have
1
liblorado, ;and there decided to
abandon their tour. They evidently
Juund wn'kiog in Colorado was not
hat it wa deckel up to le anil
re lready some distante bebiucl
itinerary.
;ii tln--

new-pap-

I

Transfers.

SIT.

Sanftrd Pir r to William
lots 17 and IS, block C,
to city of Raton.
nddition
"LVwf
13,

,

Con-'k-7tio- n

Manrh

2,

Maprs and

V. A.

Mattie Butler,
bt X block 4, SballenlxTger A; Majors
iWition to city of Raton. Considera-fawitUrOO- .

ihalnberger to

Mrs.

-

May 16, Thomas LI welly a to G. T.
acres of land iu township
Consideration
.ML. nauge
25 east.
H2SÜ0- &dMKtry 18, S. A. Wiseman to M.
J. IfcKeiuie, lots 20 and 21, block 2
XgUaud addition to city of Raton

'í,GhO

11 1 1

this
farmers to pay off an enormout
amount of mortgages and to put great
sums of money In the banks, which
explains the abundance of funds Id
some western quarters and the lack
of need of drawing on the east for a
supply. The latest movement by the
says
is toward forming a combina
farmers
Koyal
commission
T..Tnllsh
iik eivpa vou tuberculosis, and tion, or trust, fot' maintaining and
Wiley says whisky coagulates regulating prices. Is it possible that
The other Ingredi-wn- i the lair of the octopus is to be re
awn- - protoplasm.
f Ihe milk punch probably cor- - moved from Wall street and other re
tour diaphragm, so what's the sorts of high finance and located on
the boundless praiiie?

bwideratirn Í100.
Jfay It, Elmer Elkins to Charle
Jt Jfeyue, lots 12, 13 and 14, block
3fA t
Sew Mexico Town company's
MifiiVioa to .fit J of Raton. Con
js4tt)4kn $.'110.

n
M.

joiall table that had been many

.

fa an alms house at Hrlstol,
wn
Knttend. was sent recently with other

furniture to an auction
ht;re It was recognized as a
ij!itndale and sold for $::6".0.
tenanted
m,

n

rushed the fighting into Joy s corner
in a moment and in the in
lr,v rMii-j"j
clinches which toliowea
mill
fiirhttncr
But
1,.. Wl tho decided advantage.
to
tried
and
finally
away
ler broke
land one of his swings but missed.
-- .,,1
,t the worst of it in the next

.......

took the aggres

sivc, but fell short and Butler rushed
i.;.,,
the roues, and lauded territic
swinirs for the wind. Joy was entirely
at Butler's mercy during the latter
part of this round, but the latter did
strength
not have sufficient reserve
out
ma'i
Cimarron
to put the

It will be a great shock to those
Round Three.
who have been assuring us that flow
With n most wonderful rally Joy
ers bloom all the year round In Alas came back at the beginning of round
business
ka to read that snow Is 16 feet deer .1
uiree, ..,,1 rushed the
there In some places.
.1,- rh ihe entire round. He pound
td the Wyoming lad at will, but the
The government bureau of ento
took- his punishment well, ai
mologv announces that it has lost though a portion of the time he clung
some rare bugs. Which may account 10 t
himse I. 1 ne rounu
jay V'
for some of the peculiar doings in ended with Butler to the ropes.
Washington recently.
Round Four.
lust before time was called for this
A movement has been
started in I
rti.iler asked his seconds to
Chicago to Improve the morals in throw up the sponge, as he could not
board. 11K houses. A movement to imThe drubbing ot tnc lasi
on.
prove the fare would be more popu- round had virtually put him out. He
and
lar.
was sent into the ring, however,
ríen were slightly groggy. Joy
Says Mrs. Catt: "A wife must train
retained the advantage gamed tn tne
ber husband and keep him trained i,., rnnnd. and had Butler bieeaing
Just as one trains a young mule." ...11.. f.,.m
anil mouth. The lat
aui; ni""
Congratulations to Mr. Catt.
rany, iorceu
exceptional
an
made
ter
with thirty
and
corner,
his man to his
The tallora have decreed that eve- .Mn.l. of the round to finish, drop
swing to
ning clothes must be either blue or ped him by a
Oxford gray. Hat, shoes and linen the jaw. Joy was coumca oui
r, .1.- the winner 01 mc
should conform, of course.
DUllcr ucvia..
bout.
The United States built mora automobiles last yaar than any other coun- LOOKING AFTER CONTRACTS
try. They are turned out faster than
S. E. Telphrey. of the Cimarron
Saturday
they can be broken up.
Construction company left
morning for a few days' visit to
A
gentleman In Connecticut haa
and Cloudcroft. The Cim
been forced to pay 110 for a bug. He arron Construction Co. have extensive
narious oarts ot the ter
hasn't aaid whether he got bia money's worth or not.
Mr. Pelphrey is looking
and
retory.
r. . .u- - t...ii,iino- rA a large resort
alter iiiv
-

woman declares that
are defectives. Undoubted
;
is conect. They don't get the
onAtl training acquired tv explain
where they were
Mmr- tm the morning
night before.
wo
the
o'clock
itü
Mm

minóla

fa-6iiir-

m.mit comes from Indon that In
.Fqaence of the representations of
Newton has
peers
' his bill for the reform of
IW house of lords. It would be a
l

ijn

Vtraftus

Cold. Silver Copper
Iron
Our Mining Regulations are very

fav-

orable to the Prospector. These Regulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company
Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are

prepared to develop the same

All Conditions
aro

nvnra hie to the success

of

the

District

For further information write

V.

sixinty clerk rúucethe 15th
Aj.nl 2"., Charles F. Covey to Ben
Trittilo, lots 11 and 12, blk F, Covej
addition to city of Raton. Cousidera-O-

$1,000.
A. C.

R. I A L V

11

Tbe following real estate transfers
tew 1H-- recorded in the office of the

117

Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

hammcr-and-tong-

Captain t'.eore Curry, our future
jmvrnor, is not exfHctrd iu New
ers
léxico until July i"i. anil our
should welcome h vadtiou till
mr the ilx)ve dat when there wi
doin'."

7.M-ey-
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anflH-lME-

mean-looking-

h

Real Estate

The boxing contest at Aztec Ha
on last Saturday night was a very interesting event for the sporting element of Cimarron, and drew a good
sized crowd. General satisfaction was
expressed at the manner in which the
event was handled and all the spectators

seemed to have gotteh their money's
worth of sport and excitement." There
was never a question as to whether
the bout was on the square or not,
and the big natured crowd cheered
Do We Change Our Size?
We all have read such phrases as good work was being done.
"his form seemed to dilate," and "he
The preliminary bouts, one between
suddenly looked mean and shrunken."
two local boys, which was a milling
Without doubt one can and one does,
go from first to last and put the
ofunder certain circumstances, as In
in good humor, and one be
crowd
dl
height,
the
dignity,
extend
fended,
late the chest, and so become larger, tween Joe Daly and "Kid" Chadwick,
and fear may cause a sort of collapse which was a more scientific exhibi
that makes one appear quite shrunken. tion, were ended at ten o crock, and
These are real and commonplace the big event was begun.
Kid" Butler of Wyoming, was ap
things.
There Is something else al
lied to the foregoing which Is nol parently in the best condition, and
quite so simple, says New York Week weighed in at a little more than 127,
ly. We associate grand things with while the Cimarron boy, "Kid" Joy,
bigness, and mean things with small was some what lighter. Butler show
ness. By some curious trick of out ed considerable advantage in height
nervous system we no sooner learn and reach. At two minutes after ten
that a person has done a noble deed Referee Duckworth called the men to
than his form looks noble, and if we the center and introduced them, and a
hear that the deed Is mean his form minute later time was called. Not a
appears mean. If another Is proved second was wasted from that time to
Intellectually excellent, we mark the the close, and both men seemed anxIt was
width of his forehead. Should he sub ious to rush the fighting-sequently do anything disgraceful, we a
s
go from the very
.
And the very start, and the gait was too
think his forehead
indeed, we ourselves may feel broad swift for either man to keep up long.
or mean In brow, but all these things After the first round it was plainly
are mental illusions.
seen that the match would be a short
one, but neither man had any appar
We Incline to believe that the capi- ent advantage.
t'.utler was more
tal punishment Idea, whether it be shifty on his feet than his opponent,
right or wrong in any conceivable and had the best of the open lighting,
case, Is likely to be done away with but Joy had everything his own way
in timó, although that time Is evident
and close work. Af
the
ly not yet, says the Lowell (Mass.)
ter the tirst three minutes worK nom
Courier. The gradual whittling away men lacked speed and power, al- of death penalties can have escaped ...
the- boxinii, exhibitions were
no one, of course, and the chances are at times pretty.
that even the taking of human life
After two minutes of stiff fightin
deliberately and with malice pre in
the. fourth round, Butler forced Joy
pense, may one day be punished
to the ropes in his corner, and placed
without exacting the extreme penalty
a right and left to the jaw in quick
even where It might seem that no less
Jov dropped and was
succession.
penalty fitted the crime. Humanity
It was some time be- out.
ounted
whether right or wrong, Is coming tc
f,.ri ho retrained roiisciousiiess, anu
revolt from It. Juries are harder anil
Butler was awarded the purse.
harder to secure. Death sentences,
Round One.
even when rendered In strict accord
showed any caution at
man
Neither
meet with a
with law. commonly
went 111 hammer
both
outset,
but
storm of public protest. Murders dc the
was able to keep
Buttler
whole,
Is it not, on the
not decrease.
most of the
likely that In time the death penalty his opponent at a distance
because
advantage
the
had
round,
and
It
will be still further decreased until
reach. Joyand
licitrht
ultimately disannears through the
knock-dow- n
early b
vanishing point, save perhaps in mil secured the first
hi
regained
Butler
round,
but
this
Itary cases of the most outrageously
and sent Joy
immediately
advantage
kind?
treasonable
tn the floor with a terrific swing, re
seciond later.
Again comes a statement going to pcating the operation a
ill Butler's
I r1i,s..H
clearlv
rt.
...
.
1.
show the great access of prosperity l lC ' '
that has come to the farmers of the favor.
Round Two.
country, notably in the west, from a
in the second round
p..l..r etm-tesuccession of big crops. The receipts
source have enabled the ;.. p he bad finished the first, and
from
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Interesting Boxing Contest Ended
In four Rounds.

10.

s

DECISION

GOT

BUTLER

undertaking.

Ekth

women say they have only
dorM their fight for votes. May-auvEament la wrong in thinking it
re tbelr finish.
in

x
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well-place- d

FOR SALE.
'4 Irand new rooming home and
properly in Cimarron, is
$(O0 per year rent now and
cash.
be bought for $4.5
savings and make ao per
interest on your money from the
tisides getting the benefit of
tí jorrease in the price of real estate.
"Tjae cvmpany't object in selling it to
money into other buildings
ar
arrte accommodation of uew comen
wdta.are arriving in town every day.
i'Un inrther particulars address Cim-hLumber company.
j--

In-v-

jnr

te

m

Subscribe for the News
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building at Cloudcroft.

The Maxwell Land Grant Company j
CIMARRON. NEW MEXICO
I
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AN

Leonard

EFFICIENT ENGINEER

In test of some of the big Santa
Fe type engines on the New Mexico
a

division,

made

by

h.

VV.

I liornas,

AND

Littrell Bros.

Hayward

Harness

engineer of tests, the following compliment was paid Engineer Jeff Ruby,
of Raton, in his report:
'A great deal of the efficiency of
engine 1600 is due to tne engineer
.. i
her. as he takes a
ic
Wines,
great deal of pride in his engine and
exceedingly careful that no coal
allowed to fall off the deck of the
engine nor wasted; neither win ne
ow the men at the coaling station
to pile the coal up too high on the
engine, which would result in a lot
of it falling off on the nght of way
while' the engine is in motion, besides
ontinually cautioning his Jireman
about his fire when to fire heavily
and when to fire lightly, etc. Anoth
er saving item: V. hen turning over
the top of a hill the moment the en
40 miles east of Springer,
f
gine readies tne cresi uc ci
2500 acres for sale. These
01
on the throttle, while the majority
lands are part of an estate
ngineers continue to work their en- and must be sold. Also
gines until they Have acceieraicu
many other small tracts
al
than
speed
rather
good
a
quite
ow engines to accelerate by gravity,
s is the custom of the engineer on
.ngine 1600. These points are evithis en- - C.
dent from the fact that, while
.
e . 1.
gine was on another part 01 me sys
SPRINGER, N. M.
tem and was handled by other engineers and firemen, she did not prove
success, due chiefly to the fact tnat
MEYER
the other crews did not exercise the 1?.
ame economical care in handling it
as is practiced by Mr. Ruby. 'Em
Attorney-at-La- w
ployes Magazine.

and

General Merchandise
Liquors
Fine
and Cigars.

First St

E'town

H. T. LANDS

....

Bits, Spurs, Quirts, Navajo
Saddle Blankets, an assortment
of Flynn Saddles always on
hand ranging in price from $35
to $60.00. Also a new and
line of Hand-mad- e
and
Silver mounted Bits and Spurs

te

i...

E. HARTLEY

Rooms 8 and 7, Roth Block.

MR. AND MRS. W. B. HICKMAN

,

Saddlery

SURPRISED AT NEW HOME

Raton

Repairing
Neatly Done
FRUIT

TREt5

PLENTY OF WATER AND
PLACERS ALL WORKING
A 'most enjoyable occasion last
Will have a car load of Fruit
week was the surprise party at the
from Star Nursery
Trees
new home of Mr. and Mrs. VV. B.
Reports from the placer districts of
::
::
Co., Quinoy, 111,
A
Hickman on Thursday evening.
the county show that there is an abunnumber of the friends of Mr. and Mrs. dance of water this year and that the
Hickman gathered at the home of Mr. miners are taking advantage of the
and Mrs. H. R. Griebel and proceed- improved conditions and are working
tavor- ed to the new home, where they per- the nlacers to full capacity,
The above will be on sale on
formed the usual Cimarron dedica- aWe reports corae from all districts,
::
and after March 1st.
, .
tion services. Several pleasant hours
outDUt w exceed that of any
were spent in dancing, ana a preiiy year for some time past.
Those present .
lunch was served.
were: Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Gnebel, g v.iiwvjs- - HOUSE FOR KOEHLER
SPRINGER, N. M.
tf.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Belton, Mr. and
A contract is being let for a new
Mrs. Ira Duckworth, Mr. and Mrs.
building at Koehler, wkic.i .s
ALFOBD
Fugene Keep, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. school
about $6ooo. The plans ror HmC.
cost
to
Mis,
Wonder, Miss Belle Livingston.
themost
of
one
or
call
building
Margaret Christie. Mrs. Geo. Camp- the
modern of school buildings. ai.J th
bell. Mr. Alex McElroy, Mr. Thomas
Room 8 and 7, Roto Block
camp will have one of the best
big
W.
Mr.
J.
Pelphrey,
E.
S
Mr
Vest
k
coun-Reco'rds. Mr. L. C. Griley. Mr. J. J. educational institutions in the
NEW MEXICO
RATON,
ty when the new house is complied.
:

,

'

C. E.

HARTLEY

)Attorney?atLaw

CIMARRON LUMBER COMPANY'S
BIG NEW PLANING MILL
Short Sketch of One of Cimarron's Institutions
Which is Adding Much to the Prosperity of the Town.
Probably few of our people realize
the magnitude of the Cimarrea Lumber company's industry in Cimarron.
The concern is so well managed and
the volume of business transacted so
smoothly that unless you were on
"the inside," you would not imagine
that a large number of men daily are
employed in the industry, thit many
teams are required to handle the various products, and that immense contracts are being filled daily from the
yards which appear almost empty all
the time because the demand is ever
increasing, and always just a little
ahead of the supply, no mntter how
much the latter is increased. Recent
additional contracts for a large
amount of lumber from mills in this
section were expected to allow the
yardmen to accumulate a surplus, but
heavy contracts are comin.j in winch
tike the output of these new n:;J!s
now, and the lumber business is an
everlasting struggle to keep up with
ciders. The large mill is beln.r run
to lull capacity, and there is little
complaint, no matter how great the

'

rJcniand.

The planing mill proper is 50 feet
by 140, feet with additional power
li'uise and storage houses. Tt'e power is furnished by large boilers and
engines of sufficient capacity to handle the big machines.
The large mill is well filled with
machinery necessary for the handling
of lumber of all kinds and grades,

and the manufacturing of the various
products.
The newspaper man isn't very fa
miliar with any other kind of machín
ery except printing machinery, and h
was a little at sea when he made the
place a visit recently, as to the names
of the numerous big machines in the
mill, but one has only to see the work
each separate machine is doing to ap
preciate the marvels of their construe
tion. Work, which would be impossible by hand, is neatly turned out by
these machines, which do almost ev
erything but talk. In plain work, the
labor of a day by hand, is done in a
few minutes, and one sees readily
why finished material today is really
so cheap, as compared with the dif
ferences in unfinished and finished
materials of years ago. The mill con
tains rip saws, cut-osaws, planer.
stichers, joiner, sash and door tene
ter, hollow chisel mortiser, band
scroll saws for finishing casings and
ornamental work, lathes, saws of var
ious kinds, flooring machines, auto
matic saw filer for sharpening tools
and innumerable machinery conven
iences, which interest the spectator.
The jroducts of the mill include
sash and doors, ornamental screen
doors, finished lumber of all kinds
and for all purposes. Some hand
some cabinet work was seen about
the mill in various stages of comple- tion, and the visit to the busy place
was very interesting.
ff

Importance of the Child.
Prof Felix Adler, in his address before the National Child Labor Convention at Cincinnati on "The Attitude of Socety Towards the Child as
an Index of Civilization," pointed out
that, historically, there have been
three views of the child in society.
There 1 the primitive view which
regarded the child as the essential
factor in the system of ancestor worship; the later view, which made him
the Inheritor and continuator of the
family honors and p.erogatlves; and
the modern view, wlifch looks upon
the child as so much living material
for the society of the future. The
classification serves as a basis for the
protest against the wastage of child
life under the present system of production.
Essentially, however, the
three historical views are Identical, In
that they agree in looking upon the
child as bearing within himself the
seed of the ideal future, whether that
ideal be to lie in
bliss and in the memory of man, or
the feudal ideal of family, or the
contemporary altruistic ideal of the
perfect state. And it is by no means
certain that the last ideal is not the
hardest on the child. It. is not only
that some of us, in the name of prog
ress, are content to send the child
into that industrial slavery against
which Prof. Adler pleads his case,
says the New York Post; but that
most of us, in recognizing the high
mission of the young, persist in plac
ing on their tender shoulders a heavy
burden of responsibility. If we were
s
or mediaeval
barons, we should be quite content to
leave our children In undisturbed en
joyment of their right to liberty and
the pursuit of happiness; since in
merely being they would fulfill thei
purpose. But the modern child must
not be left alone, because there is no
such thing as a child in the same
sense that there is a cat or a pony
or a picture-book- .
He is a "potentiality;" and there are pedagogical prin
extra-terrestri-

ancestor-worshipper-

ciple!.

GOOD RESULTS EROM COUNTY

Hereditary Divorce.
As a matter of fact, divorces run
in families.
The children of a dl
vorced mother are the likeliest them
selves to contract alliances which the
law will have to sever. There have
well kept. H. C. Abbott has the roads been numerous
instances of families
of precinct 17 under his care. In pro
jf sisters or brothers who have gone
cinct 8, James Smyth is looking after through the divorce courts in almost
the roads. Norman Bartlett in pre- unbroken succession.
This phenom
cinct, and William Butler in the vi- enon sheds some light on the true
cinity of Catskill have done good causes of divorce and suggests that
work.
County Commissioner E. N. very large proportion of the separa
Burch, who is sometimes called the tions which the law countenances are
father of good roads in Colfax coun due not to an initial "fatal mistake'
ty, has given himself a pretty good nor to complete "incompatibility," nor
sized contract to fill, but he is workeven to the actual misdeeds of either
ing energetically and intelligently to- party, but to mental and tempera
ward the accomplishment of good meutal peculiarities. Not the insti
thoroughofarcs in his districts. He tution of marriage is at fault, says
has assumed responsibility for pre- Chicago Sun, not the mistaken union

COMMISSIONERS' ROAD PLANS
The plan for the handling of the
county roads, suggested by a Cimarron
man and adopted by the county commissioners last winter, is working out
well wherever it has been tried. One
man in each district is appointed as
a volunteer road overseer, and given
power to keep the roads in his c'is
trict in repair. These men act under
the supervision of the county commissioners, one of whom makes regular
trips of inspection over the county
roads.

ero adfroimarrracca, to mo Cn
Th
The road from Cimarron to Uracca,
and south toward Springer for some
distance, has been in the hands of
Geo. H. Webster for some time, and
is in excellent condition, and the expenditure has been very slight for this
Another good road is that tinder
the supervision of Frederic Whitrey,
and is one of heavy travel, north of
Dawson.
N. M. Salazar has charge
of the roads in precinct 12, which are

cincts 20, 21, 25, 24, 7, 16, and a part
of 13. Mr. Burch is devoting the major portion of his time to the work
of giving the county better roads.
There ar.e some roads around Cim
arron which need attention, and it is
hoped some good man will voluteer
to look after them in the near future.
This man should be a man of practical experience and capability, and willing to devote some of his time to the
good of the community.

CHANGE IN SAW MILL
FIRM AND MANAÓEMENT

NEW DRUG STORE
ABOUT COMPLETED

road.

The firm .of Kastervan

&

Kapp,

The new drug store being established by Messrs. Walker & Officer
on the north side is about ready for
customers. Handsome new fixtures
have been installed, the drug and
stationery stock is being placed in
readiness, and the new firm are busithe Cimarron Lumber company who
finish- will fiiL-- ih pnfirA nntntlt nf trio mill ly engaged in putting on the
goods
ing
stock
of
touches
the
to
The lumber will be hauled from the.
Everything is new and attractive, and
mill to the Rocky Mountain Railroad
the
store presents a cosy appearance.
at the Park, and will be shipped to
A line of druggists' sundries, notions,
Cimarron. There' is an excellent
stationery and cigars and a
quality of timber in the vicinity of
news-stanwill be found
the mill, and the mill will be run to
Dr. Walnew
the
establishment.
at
its full capacity to help supply the
will maintain his office at the new
ker
big demand for lumber for Cimarron.
store for the present, and will serve
as pharmacist. Mr. Officer is quite
TELEPHONE LINE TO
TAOS ABOUT BUILT well known in this section of the
county, having been connected with
the Rocky Mountain Route for some
The telephone line which is to
time. He is a son of II. A. Officer,
i!s
about
with the Taos line
and will be in use in a short auditor of the Rocky Mountain com
time. Poles have been set to the top panies, and is a popular young mail of
who have been running the sawmill
near Black Lakes for some time, has
been dissolved, Mr. Kapp retiring
from the concern. Mr. Kasterman
will assume the entire business, and
has a very satisfactory contract with

d

of antipathetic personalities, but the
human nature of one party or the
other to the compact. Divorces are
prevalent in certain families. So are
Incorrigible levity, disagreeable dl
positions, unwillingness to abide the
consequences of a deliberate act,
deficient

philosophy.

How

to Save Money.

"There was never a man born, who,
if he lived the life he should live,
could not lay aside something from
the fruits of each day's labors."
This is the declaration made recently by a great Kew York financier, in explaining the secrets of his
success.
The foundation of all that
finally made him a millionaire and a
power in the financial world ,was, according to his own words, an unalterable determination t0 save something. He started to live as apprentice to a shoemaker in his home town.
He saved money to go to the city.
That was the beginning of his for
tune. He secured work and went on
saving, bit by bit, until he was ready
to launch out for himself.
"The trouble with too many of us
is that we consent to live "from hand
to mouth." We complain that we are
forced to, when in reality we are too
weak to forego some pleasure or
habit that we may lay a small portion
of our earnings aside.
"Those of us who crind our ways
from one week's end to the other.
always waiting1 for 'luck to change'!
and never forcing another turn of
the wheel, are slaves just as truly
and jus as surely as though an iron
ball were chained to our ankles and
the knout were wielded over
backs.
.

ine masters

01

slaves appear in

Europe is wholly bad.

Our Motto: "Live and Let Live"
"

SEASONABLE GOODS

Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm goo;ls, the kind
usually sold for f 1.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at

85c

MEN'S BOOTS

$6.00 giades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
and good styles, we are selling for

$4.50

MEN'S OVERALLS

Best heavy drill, without bibs,
the 75c grade , we want
you to wear 'em per pr. 5ÜC

qualities wnicn we see in
others every day of our lives all are
potent in keeping in bondage men
who have the brains and ability to be
free and powerful.
Are you ne of these slaves? Are
you one of those who is waiting sul
lenly for some one to set you free
from the irksome grind of your work?
If you are, don't wait for emancipa
"on. Free yourself. Do away with
the good clothes, give up the whiskey,
the
and smoking if nec
essary.
Throw a little more energy
into your work, tarn a little more
and spend a little less."

The

great

financier

s

f 1.25,

.

J, R. Cimarron,
Charette

GOOD STRIKE REPORTED
ON ASTEC RESERVATION
Miners working on the Aztec Res- ervation report a big find on the south
line last week. A new vein has been
up, and careful samples for
some distance show assays of $30 to
$180 in gold, lead and silver. Consid- erable development work is being
done along this portion .of the prop- erty, and the mining public is elated
over the find.

for the convenience of the Cimarron
Lumber company, extending from a
point just west of the freight depot,
around the lumber company's yards,
A house track has also been built,
which is a great convenience in
d
ng the large amount of freight which
js already coming in. Grade is now
being prepared for an extensiev ware
house track along the north side .'
the main line, which will accommo
date the numerous projected ware
houses along the tracks.
hand-opene-

A New York doctor cured a case
of lockjaw by bleeding the patient.
The case, says the Washington Star,

has attracted

widespread attention,

because nowadays the doctors are not
supposed to bleed a patient
until
after he Is cured.

'Let

us perish sword In hand,"
Austin, In his
latest
poem. So, exclaims the Boston Herald, they really are at last getting
fter him with deadly weapon.

alnas Alfred

&

New Mexico

Bro.

Schroeder's Drugstore
Raton. New Mexico

For anything you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet Articles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right
Special attention given to Optical Worn, and Satifsaction
Always Given.
Spanish Spoken

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts
ST. LOUS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN

Manager
& PACINC

COMPANY

RAILWAY

Passenger

Schedule
Wells Fargo Express
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Raton, New Mexico
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Subscribe for the News and Press

CIMARRON
CONSRTUCTION

com-Diete- d,

.

75c

CANNED.GOODS

The dean of Canterbury relates this
anecdote of his own school days: In

the 8choolhouse at Rugby, when he
was there, new boys In the first winter term had to stand on a table and
sing the "Brave Old Oak" before all
of Taos hill from this side, and the sterling character,
the boys of the bouse. If they sang
line has been completed from Taos,
to the satisfaction of the house they
on the other side, to within a mile or BUILDIG EXTENSIVE
so of the hill, and is now in use. The
RAILROAD SIDINGS were taken into Its
Otherwise they had to drink half a
completion of the line will be a great
The Rocky Mountain Route is be- glass of salt and fater, made so thick
convenience to business people of the
two communities, who are each ginning tu build extensive sidings in that they could stand a ruler up In it.
month becoming more closely affil- - the Cimarron yards now, the first of He was very sorry to make the con'which were completed last weel:, fession that be had to drink the salt
iated.
'about 1.500 feet of sidings were laid and water.

we are selling per

pair at

Our line of groceries is well selected, and the prices are lowerthan
many towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy groceries
our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
Creamery Butter at 35c per pound
Our warehouse is full of
feed, hay and grain, and the prices are very low,

01

card-playin- g

Heaty drill bib overalls, worth

FINE GROCERIES

forms; the weights that prevent escape from slavery are cast
from
diverse materials. Expensive
habits, false pride, foolish luxury, lack
of initiative, want of ambition, lazi
ness of mind and body and a hundred and one other qualities or ab
sence

Bro.

&

General Merchandise

many

great popular demonstration took
place recently In Belgium. Over 60,- 000 persons marched through the
streets of Brussels to the city ball to
Where to Stop in Raton.
ask for obligatory education. The pe
Palaca Hotel opposite SautaJFe'cletition presented to the mayor was pot. Rooms 50 cents and II.
tf
signed by 200,000 names. Nearly one-fourth of the population of Belgium Is
illiterate, although the law offers free
education to those who cannot pay for
it There is supposed to be primary
school for every commune over 6,600,
but only a meager grant la allowed,
and the teaching is often of the poorest. The schools are managed by the
commune and not by the government,
and any private place of Instruction
may be selected as the communal
school. Education practically ceases
at the age of 12; what was learned Is
soon forgotten, and the relapse into
Indifference and Ignorance Is Inevitable. The schools are inspected once
a year. Although the technical schools
of Belgium are fine, the primary system of this most crowded country in
A

J. R. Charette

General Contractors
Operates in all the Towns in the

Territory

S. E. PELPHREY
Gen'l Manager

Cimarron,

N. M.
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Colfax County, New Mexico, lies along the
sloping Pinon Hill at the edge of the
heavier timbered foot hills on the Southern Slope of the
Rdcky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of the Main Range.
Cimarron boasts of a climate unequalled elsewhere in
America. The summers are never too hot and the winters, while
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It is a beautiful and
healthful country to live in. The scenery in the moun'a'ns is
magnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover
of outdoor life.
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
the Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying
that "the last is always the best" the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has secured the
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad
has shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of
Cimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
it for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that
has every resource one could ask.
Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to
become a good business point:
rs
Cimarron is the
and has the shops of the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be
rs
and have the shops of the Cimarron & North
the
western Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large
sized town.
Cimarron is the
and the seat of operation of
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Tim
ber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increas
ing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other
resources this business would make of it a city.
Cimarron lies in the center of the best cattle range in all the
world. Here the cattle escape the killing effects Northers of Texas
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the Northwhere every animal must be fed from $5.00
to $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses, and
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no
other industries to draw on, it would be a cattle town of several
thousand inhabitants.
Cimarron lies midway between the greatest Coal fields in
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The
coke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
miles or less, making it the natural location for smelt
of twenty-fiv- e
ers which will mean rich returns from the ore that with the facil- ties for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good re
turns even when shipped to distant smelters.
To the East" and South are..thousands of acres of rich alluv-a- l
lands that only nead the application of water or the skill of the
dry farmer to make them one vast garden spot. The soil is a deep
and needs no fertilizing other
sandy loam, with a clay sub-so- il
by
the
waterlfrom the mountain streams
than that furnished
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val
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ley on similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
World's Fair at St. Louis.
To the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
streams of pure water, at once suggestive of cheap power and of
irrigation, limaron lies midway between the sources of these
streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in, as do many

towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron & Northwestern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
its supply of timber products from Cimarron.
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron. Everywhere along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assuring a never failing supply of
concrete the building material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
few miles of the town and there is clay tor brick and limestone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
Another railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
direction and coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
take years to work out. Timber of the finest quality in such
quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
to Cimarron.
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abundance. Cement Rock. Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Sand. Gravel, etc., all within easy reach; cattle by the thousands on every side grazing the fine&t ranges in the world.
It would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perhaps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building material,
etc. Other towns have .only the impetous arising from the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural resources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
and contend wth every draw back imaginable and yet prosper with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
twenty-fiv- e
miles of Cimarron.
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
Cimarron has around it not one. alone, but every resource
that one could ask. Coal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron,
farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and building material of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor b$
cause development has only just begun.
re-infor- ced
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Maxwell City
Miss Addie Dickman is Quite sick
with tonsilitis.
was a business
D. N. Jackson
Visitor to Raton Wednesday:
J. L. Gunn, of Koehler, spent
Wednesday in Maxwell.
Miss Gladys Sproull went to Raton
Wednesday to visit a few days and to
attend the closing exercises of the
schools.
8. H. Rogers, of Raton, came down
here Monday and is looking after
business matters for a few days.
Misses Margaret Kracnawitter, and
Lottie Larson spent Sunday with
friends in Maxwell.
E. A. Littrell went to Las Vegas
Sunday to be ready for the opening
of court, where he has been summoned
Tor jury service.
W. S. McCloud and J. H. Harris
made a business trip to Albuquerque
Sunday, returning Tuesday.
Miss Ethel Littrell returned home
Thursday from Missouri, where she
spent the past year in school.
Gus Brackett left Wednesday for
California. He oes seeking health
and. will probably be gone three or
four months.
Mr. Cencil was here Wednesday on
his way to his ranch, having just returned from a trip to Chicago.
Mrs. Edgar Rice, of Montana, came
vednewlay of last kwetk, and will
spend some time visiting her relatives.
She is at present at the home of her
father, E. A. Littrell.
Max Dikman returned Tuesday and
will probably remain here. He has
been in Baltimore, Md., for several
years, but grew up here in Maxwell
City. As usual they all come back
Dixie.
sooner or later.

chronic croaker to move on. He is
ever ready to give his energetic support to every public enterprise. He
talks up the city at home and abroad
and believes it the best place on earth
in whii h to live, and desires to be
buried here when he dies. If every
citizen should strive to be litre this
man for one year our city would improve as it never has before in its
history. Silver City Enterprise.
New Mexico May Get Ahead.
Washington, May 15. Although an
enabling act was passed by the Fifty-nint- h
congress for Oklahoma and Indian territory to come into the Union as one state to be known as Oklahoma and, although a constitution
has been gotten up, there is, talk in
official circles here that New Mexico may get ahead of Oklahoma as
state of the Union.
the forty-sixt- h
News has reached here that the
governor of Oklahoma has been enjoined from issuing a proclamation
calling an election for the adoption
of the constitution formed and from
electing state officials of the new
state of Oklahoma on account of
many defects alleged to exist in the
constitution.

Wants Sentence Commuted.
Hillsboro, N. M., May 15. A petition is being circulated here through
the county asking Acting Governor
Reynolds to commute to life imprisonment the death sentence pronounced last week by Judge Parker against
Valentin Madril, who gave her husband poison,' and Alma Lyons, the
negress who assisted the woman in
poisoning her husband. The petition
is receiving a good many signatures.
The execution of the woman is set
for June 7th.
PARTIALLY

EQUIPPED.

Brilliant.
Walter Kerr, mine inspector for the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
mines at Van Houten, was in Brilliant
the early part of the week.
William Crutchley, of this place,
was a Raton visitor the first of the
week.
A. R. Quick, of Gardiner,

manager

of the Blossburg Mercantile company,
spent Tuesday and Wednesday in
Koehler and Van Houten, looking
over the stocks in those places.
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Smith were in
from their ranch Wednesday to meet
their daughter, Miss Margaret, who
Las been teaching school at Dawson.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hurdle and
family of Gardiner, left Wednesday
Stranger That haughty young man
for Larneil, Kaunas, where they will must be one of our millionaires?
Hostess No, Indeed. He has all
visit relatives for several weeks. Mr.
the airs, but none of the millions.
Hurdle runs the dinky engine at Cincinnati
Enquirer.
üardiner for the Swastika route coal
TWO OF A KIND.
company.
Mrs. James Wood and Mrs. Eva
Stanley were visiting in town Wednes-

day.
Charles Weltrel is running the
dinky engine at the Gardiner coke
ovens during the absence of Joseph

Hurdle.
Edward Triplett, clerk
Gardiner mine, was in Raton

Has

Michael C. Farley Dead.
Michael C. Farley, an old and well
known resident of this'city. died at
his home, ' South Second street and
RioGrande ayenue, shortly after 6
o'clock Thursday morning, age 72.
Mr. Farley was stricken with paralyMedical
sis last Monday morning.
aid was quickly summoned, but owing
to his advanced age and feeble condition, he did not rally and remained in
condition until the
a
end
Mrs. Farley had previously been
summoned to the bedside of her sister, who is seriously ill at her home
in Cincinnati, Ohio, but returned to
Raton as soon as she received word of
her husband's condition and with
other members of the family, was at
the bedside before the.end came.
Mr. Farley was a native of Kings
ton, County Cavin, Ireland, and came
to this country in 1849 and located at
Madison, Indiana, later moving to
He cme to
Columbus, that state.
Raton in 1894, where he has since re
sided. In his younger day Mr. Far
ley learned the trade of machinist and
became an expert in that line. Dur
ing his residence here be had not
been actively engaged in business.
In addition toawHow, he leaves
five children, as follows: Mrs. C. E.
Smyer, Mrs. Lemuel White and John
Farley, of this ctty; Charles Farley of
Albuquerque and William F. Farley
The latter son
of Los Angeles,
reached this city in time to attend the
"
funeral.
Mr. Farley was a man of the strict
est integrity and highly respected by
a large circle of friends.
Funeral services were held at 10:30 Bring in Your Samples
Saturday at St. Patrick's church
High
and were largely attended.
A. T. Mclntyre, president of the
mass was celebrated by the pastor, Deep Tunnel Mining and Milling
Burial was at the
Rev J. V. Cooney.
company of Elizabethtown, is colCatholic cemetery.
lecting ore to place in cabinets to be
placed in the depots at Raton. The
Stage Line to Taos.
following letter to the Prospector exH. H. Hankins, of Elizabethtown, plains the matter quite fully:
Elizabethtown, N. M.,
was in the city on Thursday on busiFebruary 14, 1907.
ness connected with the extension of
his stage line from Elizabethtown to Red River Prospector,
Red River, N. M.
Taos. This will require fifty more
Sir: I am collecting mineral
Dear
horses and some new stageB as well.
specimens from Elizabethtown and
exwill
then
The Hankins stage line
Red River, to be placed in cabinets,
tend from Springer to Taos. This is one
at Santa Fe depot and one at the
a great improvement on traveling in St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
Taos county and will be much ap- depot in Raton, to advertise the Red
preciated by the public.
River and Elizabethtown mining disMr Hankins is a veteran stage line tricts. If the miners of Red River
driver and owner, and can be de- will donate specimens, labeled, showpended upon to look conscientiously ing what property they are from, they
after the welfare of his patrons while will be placed in the cabinet just as
in his care. The expense of the new they are labeled.
Please bring or
line is being financed id this city.
send them to A. T. Mclntyre, and
.
leave at the postoffice in Elizabeth-town- .
On Official Business.
Hoping the people will see
E. G. Twitty, of Raton, who is the the good of this and respond quickly,
I am yours truly,
efficient
probate clerk of Colfax
A. T. M IXTYRE.
county, spent today in the city on ofAny
ore
the News and Press
left
at
ficial business and making acquaint
office in Cimarron, or. handed to
anees. Mr. Twitty served for several Arthur O'Sullivan, will be' forwarded
years as deputy probate clerk of the to Mr. Mclntyre.
county and vas elected to the position
he now, holds in November, 1906, by
Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Presa very handsome majority. This is
It will cost you just two dolhis first visit to Santa Fe, although lars a year. Address the Cimarron
he has resided in the Territory thirty-si- Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M.
,
years. Santa Fe New Mexican.
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National Bank

Raton.

Strayed.
Oldest and Largest Bank in Northern New Mexice.
Safety Dhposis Boxasin Connection.
Depositary for the A, T. &. S. F. Ky., St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific Ry., and Coal Companies,' Territory
of New Mexico, and County of Colfax.
Accounts from Merchants, Corperations, Individuals, and
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Interest paid
If any change is contemplated in
on time peponits.
present banking arrangement? please correspond with us.

C. N. BLACK WELL.

CIMARRON

Improvement Co.,
Cimarron,

N. M.

Frank A.Haimbaugh
Civil and Consulting

CIMARRON,.

Engineer

N.

Cashier

Gray pony, weight about 700 lbsj
branded star and crescent on left
shoulder. Telephone any information
to Howard, Koehler mine.

Joe Floyd has bought out the in
terest of his partner in the Floyd A
Allison livery stable, which in future
will be known as the Floyd stable.
Mr. Floyd is a genial business man
and has many friends who will congratulate him on this advance in busi
ness. Mr. Allison has taken a switch
n
man's position with the fanta
Range.
Fe.-Rato-

M .

Plans, Specifications, Surveys, Estimates, Inspection, Superintendence, for Sewerage
systems.Water works, Dams, Reservoirs,
Canals. Landscape work for Parks, Municipal
Examination and Reports made of
Coal, Mineral and Timber Properties

THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston, Proprietor
I NEAR ROCKY

MOUNTAIN DEPOT

Fine Liquors and Cigars
3

s s

Cimarron,

Mercantile Company Incorporates

Incorporation papers for' the Taos
Mercantile Company, with a capital
of $110,000. have been filed with the
The incorporterritorial secretary.
ators are C. F. Remsberg, John Morrow, Ernst Ruth and George J. Pace.
Mrs. Brown I met Mrs. Peck Just The company will conduct a general
sow, I do think she is such a horrid, mercantile business at Taos.
spiteful woman, always running people
down behind their backs-- Mr.
Advertise. Oh, Advertise.
"
Brown (sweetly) Well, you
The catalogue roan recognizes in
needn't imitate her.
the advertising agent his most power
ful assistant. He realizes that it is
advertising which brings him his orders, Let the local merchants awaken to the fact that local papers can
d0 for them just what the advertising . agents do for the catalogue
houses and the flow of money to the
city mail order houses from this comNew Mexico
Vegas Optic.
munity will stop.--L- as
At the meeting of the New Mexico
board of dental examiners this week,
Dr. F. E. Olncy, of Las Vegas, was
chosvn as president and Dr. C. Ji.
$100.000
.,
Capital Paid Up
Lord, of Santa Fe, as secretary. They
$(50.000
will hold their respective offices for
Surplus and Profits (Earned)
one year, when another election is to
$800.000
Deposits
be held.

r First

or business

houseiinCimarron to rent
or sell, and make 20 per
cent on an investment of
from $1.000 to $5.000.
There are twenty applicants to rent every building that is erected. For
particulars, address

s.

at the

The best man we have in the city
for its general good is the one you
will always see on the front seat of
f the progressive "band wagon."
He is the first one to extend an open
end warm band to greet the stranger
and welcome him to one of theterri
tory's greatest cities. He will resent
city as quickly as he
an insult
would a slur at a member of his fam
He yery politely invites the

ir

A residence

Cimarron

LUMBER CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders Hardware

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON. N. M.

New Mexico

!

Dedication Exercises
of St. Patrick's Church
From the Raton Range.
Roman Catholic
St . Patrick's
church was dedicated last Sunday to
the worship of God with appropriate
and impressive services. In addition
to fhe parishoners, many citizens, not
members of that denomination, attended and a special train from Trinidad arrived about 9.30 a. m. with
Council,
members, of
Trinidad
Knights of Columbus, accompanied
by a large number of friends, over two
hundred in all.
Shortly after 9 o'clock occurred the
ceremony ot blessing the church, performed by Archbishop Bourgade of
Santa Fe.
"

and the Clouds closed over
the glory of His passing, and they
that loved Him, saw Him no more.
They were left alone, left to recall
half sadly the features of that glorious face and to feed upon the memory of that tender heart. They were
left, s,o to speak, desolate upon the
dreary world, and it' is no wonder
they stood, as we read in the Acts of
the Apostles ''Looking up to Heaven," as' realizing sadly, that earth
could never be a home to them again,
now that it was no longer gladdened
by His divine beauty. Desolate they
stood, and yet not desolate, for He
had left them a sacred promise.
He
had told them in words which He had
repeated more than once, on which '
He had insisted with loving emphasis

ser-Im-

Who takes advantage of opportunities. Some of the greatest fortunes in America have been made in fudicious investments in
real estante. They have been made by men who were able to

fathom into the future and discern the trend of developments.

TODAY
Thousands of dollars are seeking investments in New Mexico,
where the assured rate of income is greater than in any other
section of the country.

CIMARRON AND VICINITY

A

J

7

-

Is ust now in the eyes of the public as the most promising field
investment. If you are seeking a home in a
congenial clime, if you are looking for safe returns on investment, it will pay'you to come and look over the situation.
I ca.n sell you town lots that will double your money in one
year. Businessmen who .re looking for a. location will find
at Cimarron conditions that will plea.se them. Beautifully located, surrounded by inspiring scenery, with a large section of
grazing ana larming country as a clientage with new development in the mineral, coal and timber country constantly going
ón, the field is enticing.
I have for sale a large rooming house and restaurant that is
paying 20 per cent on an investment of $4,500. The buildings
are new and occupy three lots. It will pay you to investigate.

of New Mexico for

V
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WISE MAN

opened,

Following is a synopsis of the
delivered by' Father Edward
j
Barry of Denver, at the dedication of
St. Patrick's Roman Catholic church
last Sunday morning:
"Pentecost."
When we look
abroad upon mighty Kingdom that
rules from sea to sea, when we behold
on every side evidences of its greatness and stability, when we contemplate the wisdom of its institutions
and the happiness of its people, when
we find that genus and learning, .and
taste the wealth of human intellect
and the poetry of human feeling
have all been lavished to build up,
and to adorn, and to make as nearly
perfect as the work of human hands
can be, the vast fabric of its greatness, we find rising within us a de- -

1
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R A. Haimbaugrh
Cimarron, New Mexico.

ST. PATRICK'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.
The dedicatory services began at
The attendance was so large
that every seat in the handsome
structure was filled, standing room at
a premium and many unable fo gain
10:30.

admittance.
'

j

The decorations were in keeping
with the occasion, neatly arranged,
but not profuse. The large altar, as
well as the two side altars, were ornamented with cut flowers and ferns,
producing a pleasing effect.
The musical portion of the service
was elaborate and was much enjoyed
feature of the service. Millard's mass
in G was sung, consisting of the
Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Agnes
Dei and Veni Creator. During the
offertory the Ave. Maria by Owens,
arranged for a trio was sung.
The excellent singing of the choir

reflected the thorough training the
several voices blending well together.
The solo parts were exceedingly well
taken.

Father Cellicr of Springer, was celeFather
brant of the mass, assisted-bDumarest of Folsom. Following the
eloquent sermon by Father Barry,
a synopsis of which appears in another column, Archbishop Bourgade
made a few remarks and bestowed
the Tapal blessing on the congregation.

The new church was greatly admired by the large number that attended the service and especially
praised by the clergy present.
at the
Following the services
church, the Raton members of Trinidad Council, Knights of Columbus,

entertained the visiting Knights and
their friends with a banquet at the
Seaberg, covers being laid for ove
two hundred. After the excellent
menu had been discussed, Mr.
McMahon of Trinidad, called
the company to order and acted as
toastmaster. The visitors were welcomed to Raton by J. L. McDermott
of . this city in remarks of an appropriate nature, a response being made
Remarks were also
by J. Duval!.
made by James Conselly of Raton,
John Jaeger, Graqd .Knight Mulvane
of Trinidad Council, and Messrs.
Chacon and Gore, also of that city.
After the post prandial exercises
were over, the visitors took advantage of the few remaining hours to
wander about the city. They expressed themselves .as more than
pleased with their visit to the Gate
City and the excellent manner in
which their welfare had been looked
after by the brother 'Knights of this
w- .- ..
citf.
t. '
d

'

sire to trace it back to the remote '"It is expedient for you that I go,
'
I
for if I do not go the Paraclete will
antiquity of its origin.
We would fain make, as it were, a not come o you. But if I go I will
pilgrimage to the cradle of a race send Hin to you, and He, being
that has carved out for itself such a come, will teach you all truth."
destiny. We would trace back to its
The true Catholic always- - loves
first faint source, the river of national even the material edifice of his church,
life that has rolled so grandly through because he knows that it is not a mere
the centuries and won for itself so meeting house where men assemble
deep and broad a channel in the to pray and preach. He knows that
course of human history. We would it is the most sacred place on earth-dwe- lling
fain behold the institutions in their
place of the King of Kings.
germ, that have since expanded into j Consequently he feels that nothing
a growth so magnificent and so is too precious or too good for its
beautiful.
adornment. Those who have not our
But how much more will this in- faith, often wonder at this, when they
stinct find to awaken its energy, in see our people, even in their poverty,
building splendid churches and decorating them with royal magnifícense.
Well ,my friends, if Moses judged
that the tabernacle that was to contain the tables of the law should be
made of incorruptible
decorated with violet and purple and
scarlet, and ornamented with precious stones, gold, silver and brass,
what ought the tabernacle to be which
isdestined' to contain the very Author
If, when the
of the law himself.
it
people of God found rest from their
wanderings in the land of Promise
they built a temple for the Ark,
what
which was the pride ofthe wo-lought not Christians to build for the
Ark of the New Law, which is Jesus
Christ Himself, the Son of God, who
personally dwells there, under the
appearance of bread? In view of this
great truth we can point to our Altar
REV. J. V. COONEY.
and say "Behold the tabernacle of
God with men, and He will dwell
the spectacle of such a mighty King- with them."
dom as the Church of God, of which
The true Catholic has taken this
we, by God's grace, are members, and
lesson
to heart and hence those
own?
whose long glories are our very
gorgeous temFor never yet was seen on earth a houses of God those
that decosacrifice
prayer
and
of
ples
wiswas
Kingdom such as this; never
and mountains and
dom so perfect, sway so boundless, rate the rivers
plains of Italy and Germany and
stability so absolutely secure.
Spain hence those grand
And it is our privilege today, guid- France and
and Cloistered
Cathedrals
stately
and
Church
to
ed by the lithurgy of the
'
in profusion over
go back to what we may well call the abbeys scattered
and which
inauguration of her power on the England and Scotland
so much out of keeping with
seem
day of Pentecost
uses.
Our Blessed Lord has appeared to their present
Hence the noble churches and
his disciples after His resurrection,
onowao SwathM arHr
and had discoursed with them about
the Kingdom of God the Church asteries that once covered every hillwhich He had burehased by His side and lifted their heads from out
In those mysterious walks every smiling valley of poor faithful
blood.
by the Sea of Tiberias He had de- England. No sooner had the Irish
received the faith than they became,
livered to them, so td speak, the Conthey remain to this day, in spite
established
what
newly
His
of
stitution
Kingdom, and had commissioned of centuries of persecution, the
them to preach the Gospel to every Church builders of the world.
J I
creature.
We all congratulate you today, both
priest and people, because we see
and
come
days
had
But when forty
gone, He went up, and the heavens around U9 here the proof of your zeal

.
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The following sketch of the parish
efforts in the upbuilding of
God's house.
There is a manifest may be of interest to many:
Raton and Ulcssberg were origiproof that the faith, which in other
days and in another land bttildfd nally missions attached to Springer,
churches in groups of seven, and which, in the northeastern portion of
which, when the Church and Chapel Xew Mexico, was first erected into a
Black-smithin- g.
parish. Occasional visits hither were
were destroyed or deserated, worSpringer,
by
of
priest
parish
the
made
shipped in the bog and lonely glen,
and services held in private houses.
and on the lnnier mountain side has
increasing importance of
lost none of its pristine virtue on be- With the
greater efforts were made
these
towns
transplanted
to
ing transferred and
NeatThe old
for regular attendance.
the mountain fastnesses of Xew Mexrmain-eMay the dying prayer of him church was built while Raton
ico.
an adjunct of Springer.
in whose honor you haveb built this
Or1801 the district from Catskill
In
PatSt.
great
beautiful temple, the
on the west to the Union county line
rick, be fulfilled in each and every
on the east, and from the Territorial
evremain
may
you
one of you, that
line on the north to a parallel line
er faithful and true to the faith which
twenty-tw- o
miles south of Ra- about
and
hearts
minds
in
the
planted
he
from Springer and
wa
of our people and which has been
N. M.
"
f
fed and nourished with the blood of I""1
his assignment in
On
.
:.. ....-- i. T. O Keefe.
v
i
so many manyrs.
aic
to Las Vegas, the parish was
part. I think. Children of that an- ;
never
cient race and faith: but. Oh!
m
i
forget that faith is a gift of God, a l oolicy, who lias since cuiaiiicu
charge.
away
gift which may be lost or taken
V. Cooney is a native of
Rev.
if neglected. Keep it alive then by Ireland J.and came to this country when
good
ex
your good works, by your
eighteen years of age. Prior to this
ample, by your watchtul care over
time he had laid the foundation of
dis
faithful
vour little ones, by the
his ecclesiastical studies in his native
.
charge of every duty you owe to God,
I
TT
I
uimvu
ami aucr ariivuiK m
'lana
tnen
ana
vour country and yourselves,
completed
education
for
his
States,
you may look forward with St. Taul
. ... r. ..i.
the" Priesthood at Gcrmantown, Penn- t.
i...ii
ai
tlc great aay wnen .am.
. .;t, ilnnnr,
-- - ---- st in vision
and hope swallowed up
Niagara
University,
Niagara
from
n lruition.
father Cooney
Fulls, Xew York,
:..
The beautiful new church was re- Kí.
l
cently
erected and furnished
parishes
fure conling to Raton, havillg
.
.
a cost of $13,000 and is an ornament,
Duri
Parties wishing to buy or sell either-LivM
.
.
,
Stock or (foal Estate, will
to the city and a credit to the parish,
0f
"- - in.
mmi
'o"K
llc
do well to call on or list their
as well as to the- energy and push of
p:ltrick.s
churCn, Father Cooney
17 r
n
property or stock with me
the pastor, ttcv. j. v. vuuiicj, ,hs has labored unceasingly for its wel- raising
in
instrumental
largely
e
was
advanccmcnt and has great-thie
Moat Marked
funds to build the edifice. The
(n(leared himRclf to the parishon-buildin- g Prop tor of the Hartlev
the
quarter
for
sale
Meats
by
follows
the Romanesque
He .g constantly kept busy
at all tunes
of architecture and occupies a
nu,,titudiniou3 church
prominent corner location on South
as mMng numerous
.. scction of the
Second street and was constructca
VM"M w.
allí
entirely of native stone,
territory, etc
The interior aspect is most pleas
The present choir of the church is
ing, the general scheme being of a composed of A. R. Streicher, direc- .. a d Qtreu-hr- r
Mrs.
tn
imoress the eye
iirtiu'c
ior, anu mis.
oí
suggestive
time
same
and at the
Lda McBride Roun, L. W. Walsh
quiet meditation and communion with and Harry Farrell.
and. pious
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C. E. HARTLEY
Springer, N. M.
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GEO. S. BROWN.

God.

Inside the altar railing the coloring
W. C. SCHERRER & SONS
is a cream white with gilt trimmings,
railing,
pews,
altar
the
of
while that
:
.New Mexico
Cimarron,
confessional,
etc., is of mahogany.
and
BuildM.
Contractors
The choir gallery is at the rear of the
sixe.
ample
auditorium and is of
There is a large basement hall run Adobe, Stone, Iron, Tin and Wood
ning the entire length and width of
work. Grading, TVanw by D;y or
au- the building that will be occupied ior
Wee. JlVnns Reasonable.
Sunday school purposes and parish
Application
I
entertainments.

Blacksmith
N. M.
Cimarron.
Wagon and Carriage Worka.
Buggita and Spring Wagons
built to order, Horseehoeiog
and General BWksmiibing.

r
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LOCALS and PERSONALS
Mrs. Jack Leonard made a visit to
Raton, Saturday.
Wm. Lambert was among the Raton visitors, Saturday.
Dr. Horatio Walker made a short
business trip to Raton, Saturday.

a much stronger scam, is found to
do the work of several men working
at hand work.

Des Moines,
Moines.

and are located at Des

Thomas McBride has become man
ager of the Remsberg ranches at Ute
Creek and the Upper Taos, for the
Mr.
Remsberg Cattle company.
McBride went to the ranch at Ute
Creek last week.
Duckworth & Marling have let the
contract for a cold stcr ige to be built
at onre. 1 he buil ling will be on the
Cimarron Lumber Co. house track
and will be 28 z 36 feet; large enough
to hold a carload of ice.
J K. Hunt, who is probably one of
the best known men in Colfax county, was in town Sunday visiting old
acquaintances. Mr. Hunt was formerly a resident of Cimarron, and of
course is proud of the growth and
advancement of the town.
"Can you telephone from your caboose, Bob?" asked a friend of Bob
Thompson the other day. "Tell a
phone from a caboose?" Think I'm
crazy?" retorted Bob, not thinking
of the new composite telephone-tel- e
graph system just now being insalled
by the Swastika.

'

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain

Sunday

&

Pacific Ry.

Excursion

J. D. Meriweathcr, of the engineering corps of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific, who was in town
for a few days last week, returned to
Mr. Jas. Rogers of Raton passed Raton, Saturday morning.
through on his way to Taos Tuesday
Robert J. Ogilvie, who was emMiss Margaret Cavanaugh went to
with the Santa Fe at Raton
ployed
Baldy last Saturday for a week's
for a number of years, is now car
visit.
inspector for the St. Louis, Rocky
C. A. Nyhus, cashier of the First Mountain & Pacific Co., here.
National Hank of Raton, was in CimThe C. M. A. boys are fixing up the
arron Sunday.
banquet ball which is just over the
Mr. Geo. Foynian was the gue6t of ball room in Aztec Hall for the supper
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Christie during after their big daux on June 1 . The
the past week.
tables will be fifty-sifeet long.
H. H. Hankins, of Ute Park, was
R. A. Snodgrass and Hugh Tenant,
in town Friday, looking after his formerly surveyors with the Rocky
Cimarron interests.
Mountain Route, are at present em' Mr. C. Aloma was up from Springer ployed with the Santa Fe, Raton &
Tuesday, looking after some mining
in the canyon.
Clarence Leatherman has moved to
Ute Park to superintend the hauling
of lumber for the bridges.
John Whitley went to Raton Tuesday to meet Mrs. Whitley and to bring
Mrs. J. W. Plunkett and children Mrs. Douglas Wright at her home
her on to Cimarron to live.
nice repast was served them.
went up to Dawson Wednesday.
Mrs. Frank Garten, her son and
M. W. M'"s says that his large or- Mrs. C. C. Collins has ben sick at
daughter, Florence, passed through
chard in Canadian River canon will
home for the past week.
her
here on their way to Taos Tuesday.
this seaMax. Karlsruher returned to his not produce enough cherries
pie, or enough
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McBride
a
cherry
son
to
make
home and business at Roy, WednesLeaves Cimarron
apples to make an apple dumpling.
spent Sunday at Ute Tark, the guests day.
Since the stock business has needed
of Mr. and Mrs. II. L. Leatherman.
u
William Luythe has been sick n
Vcrmejo
.
.
attenVictor Brackett, machinist at the portion of the week, but is better so much constant and careful
is
work
at
everbody
out
almost
tion,
shops of the St. Louis, Rocky Moun again
Koehler
among the herds and flocks even
tain & Pacific, went to Raton, SaturDr. S. Locke, the dentist, is spendof
pipe
away
the
has
thrown
father
u
day.
.
.
ing this week professionally at Cim- clay.
Mr. and Mrs. A. II. Officer, of Ra- arron.
u
u
Roy E. Mounday, master mechanic
Clifton House
ton, spent Sunday in Cimarron, the
Emilio Valdez has taken possession and chief electrician for the Dawson
guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. II.
of
his new purchase the Jacquot Fuel company, who had been in Las
ii
Arrives Raton
.
ranch.
Vegas as a witness before the U. S.
Roy Littrell, who was in town the
Julius Appel went over to Cimarron grand jury, was in town Thursday and
p. m.
Returning Leaves Raton
greater part of last week, visiting rel- Monday on business, being absent a until the arrival of No. 10 jsterday.
Mr Mounday is a good fellow, one
atives, left Sunday for his home in day.
R. E. Alldredge and C. F. Horten-steiof the kind you enjoy meeting up
Raton.
returned Monday from their trip with.
J. Parker, who lias been doing some
A sheep raiser said this week, who
Indiana.
to
work at the Urracca ranch for some
on our ranges are in safe has flocks in the Tucumcari country,
Stock
time past, made a visit to Raton last
condition, and with the new grass that the open range is being taken up
Thursday
they will soon be fat again.
so rapidly by farmers that lie will
William Whitcman was in town
Cecil Collins went up to Dawson soon be compelled to retire from busiFriday from Ponil Park. Mr. Whitc- Tuesday, where he has accepted em- ness. He says on account of recent
man is foreman of the Van Houtcii ployment in a barber shop.
storms in that country sheepmen will
ranch at Ponil.
George G. King went up to Raton not be able to save over twenty-fiv- e
Rocky Mountain Shops
Fred H. Stone of the Storekeepers' Thursday on receiving word of the per cent of the lamb crop.
The Misses Ethel, Nellie and Ruby
department of the Rocky Mountain illness of his brother, John C.
Thoroughly Equipped.
Mrs J. M. McCallister and daught- Taylor returned home Wednesday
Route here, left Saturday for a visit
ers are spending the school vacation from Mora, where Miss Ethel has
to Alamogordo.
Continued from Page One.
season at their ranch home on the been teaching school for several
The business of the F.lizabcthtown Sweetwater.
CHARETTE & BRACKETT, Props.
months past, and Miss Nellie and Rustage is becoming so heavy that four
Mrs. George Frampton and child- by have been visiting with her for a roundhouse. The elevation of these
horses arc now being used frequent- ren came down from Dawson last ocuple of weeks. The girls also vis tanks give a pressure of 55 pounds,
ly on the up trip.
Sunday for a visit with relatives of ited relatives and friends a few days and the water capacity is 200,000 gallons every twenty-fou- r
hours. Every
E. C. Crampton, one of the most several days in Springer,
in Las Vegas.
part
of the shops, round house, store
is
such
F.
city,
in
excellent
of
and
As the ground
E. Finley,
this
promising young attorneys of Raton
Rev.
equiphouse and other buildings
time over on the special Sunday, and 'condition all we need is a few days of B. C. Montgomery of Roy, have ped with hydrants and hosearereels, of
get
cattle
be
.
known
a
formed
partnership
a3
to
to
warm weather to enable
looked over the town.
which there are a large number, each
"Finley & Montgomery, Real Estate
The Landreth Harness Sewing Ma- lost in the tall grass.
containing 100 feet of fire hose, and
down
M.
from
came
Insurance,"
and
Porter
Henry
Brokers,
Loans
Farm
chine which was recently installed by
.
conveniently located for use in case
Littrell Bros., has proven an excel- - his Denver home Thursday for the with offices both at Springer and Roy. of emergency. There is a
d
lent addition to the equippment of purpose of looking over his cattle in Rev. Finley will soon give up the minfire department under the direc
Colfax county.
istry on account of his health not
"he shop. It is in use on all classes terests in Southern Reynolds,
JOHN WHITLEY.
tion of L. A. Griley, who has trained
J. D. STEVENS.
of
son
Matamorc
much
close
confinement.
so
Little
permitting
of harness work, and besides making
shopmen
in
the
use
of
the
the
15.
Reynolds of Daw- Mr. Montgomery will be rememberMr. and Mrs. I..
(EL
apparatus.
'
son, is visiting in Springer with his ed as the man, with his wife, who conHo. 4734.
general
storekeeper
J.
Brick,
for
J.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Michael ducted the song services during EvanSuccessors to Littrell & Livingston.
BANK
THE FIRST NATIONAL
Keenan.
gelist Williams' revival meetings in the Rocky Mountain Route, is in
at Raton, Id the Territory of New Mexico
Perry Harrison of Cimarron, was in this city a year ago, when they made charge of the storehouse, which is a
At the close of business May 20, the city Thursday on his way home many friends As both are live men, building 30x60 feet, and contains supplies for the operation and mainten1907
from Las Vegas, where he had been no doubt the new firm will be sucance of the road. The oil house, at.
REHOUKCtB.
called as a witness before the U. S cessful in its business operations.
tached to the store house, is 16x30
Loan and discounts.
grand jury.
The Misses Reeves and Madeline
Overdraft, secured and unsecured ;ct..Hio 3
Elijah Littrell, who had been ex- Kelly of Mora, nieces of Mrs. D. J. feet. Here are kept the stores of oils
11. 8. Bundu to aecure circulation.,
110,010 00
f. 8. Bond tj secure U. 8. DepoalU .. M.I 00 cused as a member of the U. S. grand Devine, came in last evening and left and paints used by the road.
The people of Master Mechanic's
3..VI0 00 jury
Premian oo V. H. Bond
at Las Vegas, stopped over in this morning for Roy on a visit of a
TS.IWO 00
bonds, securities, etc
department
are proud of the fact that
his
on
his
way
Thursday
Springer
with
to
few days
relatives. On their
banking house. Furniture and
all of the road equipment of the
20,000 ij) home on the Vcrmejo.
return they expect to visit for some
Fixture
line from Matlonal I an It (not
Mrs. D. A. Clouthier and son, Ar time in the city, guests at the De- - Rocky Mountain Route is in excel'
tv,,i. in
lent condition, and can be put inte
reserve )
thur, went up to Ute Tark, Monday,
home.
iufroro Blata Banknand Banker 16, (vi n for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. George vine
service at a moment's notice. The
yesMorgan
came
down
Colonel
Xulrom approved reserve ageuU 17. MJ ,u
f,
five njnety-to- n
Baldwin locomotives
.
aw ha Webster. Mrs. Webster is a daughter terday from Raton.
Cherki and other cash Item..
Ñute of other Dalional
a.iTj ou of Mrs. Clouthier
al
Bert Hubbard has ben among the for use in freight service are proving
paper currency, nltkcla
Only
The members of the Ladies' Aid sick a part of the week, but is now very satisfactory locomotives.
241 85
aud cnu...
a few days since, one of these enM.
E.
Society
were
at
do
church
the
again,
hardly
yet
to
able
around
money
bank,
in
vii:
lawful
retenre
gines made good time between KoehHpecle.....
5M15
entertained Thursday afternoon by much.
ler and Vermcjo, pulling a train of
r
74,415
SO.OW 00
Note
eleven hundred tons. The passenger!
kdmplion fund with C .8. Treasurer
HUNDRED
SHADE
FIVE
straight or mixed cars of any.
Brilliant.
(& per cent
1,010 (W
I circulation)
engines are of lighter and speedier We are prepared to ship
FOR-NETREES
STREETS
Groceries,
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thing
Hay,
Flour,
Grain,
Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats,
Superintendent
Mine
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!U,tB4
Phipps
Total
build, and are giving good Service on
X
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Inspector Walter Kerr, of the St. L., the passenger runs.
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tiapltal no paid in
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The Townsite company have just R. M. iic P. company, were in Raton
VJ.HOU 00
.....
Horplus fund.
finished setting out more than five
profit., Ina Jípente
Undivided
on business the early part of the week. SOME GOOD BUSINESS
..
and tazenpald
MS 2 hundred shade and ornamental trees
OPPORTUNITIES NOW
NO.OUU no
National bank note ontoianding.....
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Mrs.
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John
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The demand for store buildings and
ratio Mate Bank and Banker ... 11,114 40 The varieties include Carolina pop- week.
Due to trim companies and savin
residences is so great just now that
Silver
Tupiar, Silver Maple,
4XA11 lar,
bank!
Wallace McGuire ami Miss Emma the Cimarron Townsite company is
Individual deposit subject lo check 6 31 U Hackberry, etc. Several people have
5,.S ,V) also set out trees about their prem- Patridge. of van Houten, were the offering special inducements to purDemand eertilicates ot deposit
Iwt.VtS 02
Time certificate of deposit............
guests of Mrs. Roy Pearson of this chasers of lots who will immediately
tartlfled cuecas.
2.4JS II ises, and the Townsite company will
improve the property. ' Residences
Cij
6n,o0u
furnish water for use in caring in place on Sunday.
t'oiud ate depoait...
for renting will bring 'exceptional
Total.
Jl J14.IC4 2 caring for them.
Mrs. Jake James speat Sunday in returns on the investment,
and severTERRITORY OF NEW MKXICOt- -.
Raton.
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Friday the repair track 'men
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BUGGY FOR SALE
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Subscribed an 1 sworn to before me this ZL'd of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
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Dr. and Mrs. Baker were Raton
We have a good top buggy, slightday o'atsy,
Pacific turned out the largest number
last Saturday,
ly used, but good as new which we
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ONE FARE ROUND TRIP
BASE BALL

Raton vs Cimarron

SPECIAL TRAIN
8:00 a.m.

8:35

"

Junction 9:05

9:25

Preston

.

9:40

.10:00

Col-grov- e.

6:00

n

Go and Spend the Day

in Raton See the
Game and Enjoy Yourself

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe

....Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard....
Room in Connection.

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

j

...:....:..:..j.s).5-j.-:-

well-traine-

WHITLEY

STEVENS

i fine Wines, Liquors, Cigars, etc.

Remsberg Mercantile
Company

banks.-Fraction-

Wholesale Grocers

Legal-tende-

W

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given
our Orders

Ratón

above-name-

I

BANK of SPRINGER 1
SPRINGER.
MEXICO
Capital Paid

ut:

New Mexico

$30.000

Vice-Preeide-

i.

